CET conducts virtual lecture with Hult Prize Foundation

On October 13, 2020, USTP’s Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology held the virtual lecture “Explore the Feasibility and Market Needs using Online tools and Platforms.”

The lecture was brought through the Hult Prize Foundation, which is the world’s largest social impact competition. The Hult Prize Foundation aims to lead, empower, and transform how young people envision their own possibilities as leaders of change in the world around them. The competition has a massive prize of $1,000,000 for the most impactful solution from a startup.

The guest speaker was Marrione Pol Camacho, the is the Business Development Manager for Draper Startup House and the Philippine Community Builder for the Hult Prize Foundation. He works with startups primarily to connect them with opportunities to grow their businesses. The USTP Entrepreneurship Lecture Series Program is a series of workshops under the Center for Entrepreneurship & Technology which aims to help the students understand Entrepreneurship and help them validate their Innovative Ideas. The Lecture Series also aims to promote and build the startup ecosystem in the USTP System.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=684551718935120&ref=watch_permalink

A peek inside the newly renovated USTP Gymnasium

Trailblazers will have something to look forward to when face-to-face classes resume. USTP Cagayan de Oro recently unveiled the newly renovated Gymnasium, or the Dr. Ricardo E. Rotoras Memorial Hall.

The gymnasium features maple wood flooring which is the same flooring used in NBA courts. Unlike the previous concrete flooring, wood flooring protects athletes from impacts on the surface. It has shock absorption that reduces injury to the joints and ligaments.

Students have already expressed their excitement on social media, with comments as, “Makamigaw ug Intramurals! (Makes you miss Intramurals)” and “Giningaw ko’g dula ug basketball diri (I miss playing basketball here).”

The USTP CDO Gazette can now be accessed through the official website (cdo.ustp.edu.ph). We are also inviting different departments to submit their articles thru ustpcednews@gmail.com.

The USTP CDO Gazette is produced by the Planning and Monitoring Office (local 108).